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For centuries \,Vestern culture conceived of
literature not as we do today, through a
study of works, authors, and schools, but
through a genuine theory of language. This
theory, whose name, rhetoric, came to it

from antiquity, reigned in the Westem
world from Gorgias to the Renaissance-
for nearly two thousand years. Threatened
as early as the sixteenth century by the ad-
u.n, of modern rationalism, ih.ioric was
completely ruined when rationalism was
transformed into positivism at the end of
the nineteenth century. At that point there
was no longer any common ground of
thought between literature and language:
Iiterature no longer regarded itself as lan-
guage except in the works of a few pioneers
such as Mallarm6, and linguistics claimed
very few rights over literatureo these being

flimited to] a secondary philological dis-
cipline of uncertain status-stylistics.

As we know, this situation is changing,
and it seems to me that it is in part to take
cognizance of this change that we are as-
sembled here: literature and language are
in the process of finding each other again.
The factors of this rapprochemew are di-
verse and complex; I shall cite the most
obvious. On one hand, certain writers since
Mallarm6, such as Proust and Joyce, have
undertaken a radical exploration of writing,
making of their work a search for the total
Book. On the other hand, Iinguistics itself,

principally following the impetus of Ro-
man Jakobson, has developed to include

l "Ecrire: Verbe intransitif?" The translation
which follows is a composite of the communica-
tion which M. Barthes distributed in advance to
the Symposium participants and the actual trans-
cription of his address. The footnotes have becn
supplied by the translator.
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uithin its scopc the poctic, or the order of effects l inked to the mes-
s:rgc and not to its referent. Therefore, in my view, we have today
ir nc\v perspective of consideration which, I would like to emphasize,
is common to literature and linguistics, to the creator and the critic,
u'hosc tasks until now completely self-contained, are beginning to
intcr-relate, perhaps even to merge. This is at least true for certain
u'riters whose work is becoming more and more a critique of language.
It is in this perspective that I would like to place the following ob-
scrvations (of a prospective and not of a conclusive nature) indicating
lr<rrv the activity of writing can be expressed l4noncdel today with
rhe help of ceriain linguisti"c categories.

This new union of literature and linguistics, of which I have lust
spol<en, could be called, provisionally and for lack of a better name,
scmio-criticism, since it implies that writing is a system of signs. Semio-
criticism is not to be identified with stylistics, even in a new form; it
is much more than stylistics. It has a much broader perspective; its
otrject is constituted not by simple accidents of form, but by the very
relationships betrveen the rn'riter lscripteur, not |crivninf and language.
'l'his perspective does not imply a lack of interest in language but, on
tlre contrary, a continual return to the 

((11q1[s"-provisional 
though

they may be-of linguistic anthropology. I r,r'ill recall certain of these
truths because they still have a power of challenge in respect to a cer-
trin current idea of literature.

One of the teachings of contemporary linguistics is that there is uo

'rrchail 
linguage, gt rt the very least that there is no connection be-

tu'eeq.s.igrpligiry qnd the age of a language: ancient languages can be
just as complete and as complex as recent languages;-thgr.g.."fq._ng..plq-
gressiy.Q trlqlAr)t"-ef"b-rrggeggs. Therefore, when we try to find certain
fundamental categories of language in modern writing, we are not
claiming to reveal a certain archaism of the "psyche"; we are not say-
ing that the writer is returning to the origin of language, but that lan-
guage is the origin for him.

A second prinqiple, particularly important in regard to literature,
is that language cannot be c-gnsidered a;"a simple insrument, wh.ether
utilitarian or decorative, of thgugtrt .MAn".,*q_.S"gqt^.e-$gt.p"Tjp;".qg-fun-
guege, either as a lpggigl-or .?9 "1n ".it$jyj$*gl, IY-e- "ggygl f$d "-a*t-kq.
u'here man is sepaqppgd.fipnq,lqngoAge, whic!. he the.n grgates in ,qfdS:
to "express" what is taking place lyithin hiryi it is language whigh
tc'rchci thc definition of man, not the reverse.

l\4orcover, from a methodofogiCrt p"ili bi view, linguistics accustoms
us to a nc\\'typc of objectivity. The objectivity that has been required
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in the human sciences gp*gngil now is an ohj_e_ctr_v.lty_. pj.fu.8iy-"e*s,*a
total aqcepranee. pf the- giv1n. Linguisti.r r"[g.#;;"!g ;b._ ;;"g_.hl]Ji,
tlg gg-ir+lrtg*h-lgyglt- of analysis and tnaq-;;g a.r"-iiu. tte' distinc-
tive elements of each of thcsc livcls; in shoii, rttli,-..,;ir6*fiSH;ffitiircr".doflh; i;ct ancl nor the fact itself. onihe 

"ih.i 
hand, lin-

guistiCi asks us to recognizc that unlilre physical and biological facts,
SUtqf+I-f-e-CS .arg.al1ya1s cloublc, that th.y refer ql rg-.s.9pething.rlg..
As Benveniste remarlcccl, rhc cliscov.ery of th. "aupticiiy; of language
gives Saussure's reflcction :rll irs valuc.,

. These few prclinrinarics arc contained in one final proposition which
justifies all scmio-critical rcscarch. We see culture more and more as
a general systcm of-sy'nrbols, govcrncd by the same operations. There
is _unity in this symbolic field: qulture, iri all its aspegfu,_i_gp.lgnggags.
Thcrcforc it is possible today-io-anticipate the .r.riio" ;f ;;ilfl.,
unificd scicncc of culture, which will_ depend on diverse discipliies,
all devotcd to analyzing, on different levels of description, culture as
langua.ge. of course semio-criticism wil be only , prri of ihis science,
or rathcr of this discourse on culture. I feel authoiized by this unity
of the human-svmbolic field to work on a postulare, which I shall cail
]. postulate of homology; the srructure of the senrence, the object of
Iinguistics, is found again, homologi cally, in the structure of works.
Discourse is not simply an addinglog.iher of sentences: it is, itself,
one great sentence. In terms of this hypothesis.I worrld like to confrogt
certain catesorie;,.9f .fanguage with ihe situatig;.ot thg .1yrig,gf .l" q.lr-liii" to iiis #,iisips.

The iirriortr,".se categories.is rymporqlirl.r think we can all agree
that there is a tttsrvstH.s,s"rfgl+,tiV. rnit specific time of language
i1 equally diffi;if;;;hy$i"ftit"e and from what Benveniste cans
"chronicle rime" ltemps ihronique], that is, calendar time.s Linguistic
time finds quite different expression and d1coupages in various lan-
guages. For examPle, since we are going to be interested in the analysis
of 

.myths,. 
many languages have 

"]rtt-i"olar 
past tense of the verb to

indicate the past time of myth. one thing is sure: linguistic time al-

'Emile Benveniste, Probldmes de la linguistique g6n6rale (paris, rg66), p. 40."Qu'est-ce donc que_ cet objet, que saussure 6rige ,ru orr. table rase de toutcs
Ies notions regues? Nous touchons ici i ce qu'il y 

"a 
de primordial dans Ia doctrine

saussurienne, ) un. principe qui pr6sum" ott. intuition totale du langage, torale
i la fois Parce qu'elle embraise ia totalit6 

_!.e son objet. Ce princip.".!. que /e
,:n_togtr,sors quelque point de vue qu'on l'6rudie, esi touioui, ,r'objet dortbre,
torme de deux. parties dont l,une ne vaut que par l,autre.

"cf. Rcnvcnisre, "Les Rclations de rernpi dans le verbe frangais," ibi,I., p1t. tj7_
5o.
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ways has its primary center lcentre gdndrateur] in the present of the
srarement l1nonciatior,tl. This leads us to ask whethcr there is, homo-
logical to linguistic time, a specific time of discourse. On this point
*'! 

-ry 
take"Benveniste's e*pian"tion that mqny langu"gei, .tp.iitly

iriJ[i9-indo-Europeag group, have a double system of time. The first
;"fllilslgl "gygt.-.1t thaiof the discourse itself, which i.s ,qdafted to thc
iempoiatiiy of the speaker l1nonciateur) and for which the 6noncia-
tiy_rl always -t!rg".po!-nt of origia..fruoment g6n(raqe!4rI,, The sggoqd
is"tlrij system of history or of narrative, which is adapted to-the-5e,
countl"llg of past events without any intervention by the spqgkS: gld
which ii conlequently deprived of present and future (except peri-
phteqg!"gt1y;. fire specific^tense of tiris second system is the aorist or
its equivalbnt, such as our passd simple or the preterit. This tense (the
aorisi) is precisely the o.ly one missing from the temporal system of
discourse. Naturally the existence of this a-personal system does not
contradict the essentially logocentric nature of linguistic time that I
have just affirmed. The second system simpty lacks the characteristics
of the first.

Understood thus as the opposition of two radically different systems'
temporality does not have the morphological mark of verbs for its
only sign; it is marked by all the signs, often very indirect, which refer
cither to the a-personal tense of the event or to the personal tense of
the locutor. Ttie opposition in its fullness permits us first to account
for some pure, or we might say classic, cases: a popular story and the
history of Fran.e retold in our manuals are purely aoristic narratives;
orr the contrary, Camus' L'Etranger, written in the comPound past,
is nor only a perfecr form of autobiography (that of the narrator, and
not of the author) but, what is more valuable, it permits us to
rrndersrand better the apparently anomalous cases.a Being a historian,
A{ichelet made all historical time pivot around a point of discourse
u,ith which he identified himself-the Revolution. His history is a
Ir:rrrative without the aorist, even if the simple past abounds in it; in-
vcrscl/r the preterit can very well serve to signify not the obiective
rJc,jt,but the depersonalization of the discourse-a phenomenon which
irt?r; obf ect of in. mosr lively research in today'r iit.mtot..

\Vhat I would like to add to this linguistic analysis, which comes
l'r'onr Bcnveniste, is that q[p {islinction begw.gen the temporal system
,f tliscoursc and the temporai sfstem of history is not at all the. same
,lisrincrion ns is traditionalty made between obiective discourse and

'Of. Jcnrr-l)arrt Slrtrc, "E,xplication de L'Etranger," Situations I (Paris, 1947),

1,1t .  r29 |  : ,  t .
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subjec_tive .disc-gJrrse. For the relationship between the speaker fdnon-\s-,i---__'' *

cTETurl and the referent on the one hand and that between the speaker
and his utterance l1nonciationl on the other hand are not to be con-
fused, and it is only the sccond rclationship which determines the tem-
poral system of discourse.

It seems to me that thcsc facts of language were not readily percep-
tible so long as literaturc prctcnclccl to be a transparent expression of
either objective calendar timc or of psychological subjectivity, that is
to say, as long as litcraturc maintaincd a totalitarian ideology of the
refercnt, or morc commonl)' spcaliing, as long as literature was realistic.
Today, ho'nvcvcr, thc litcrlttrrc of rvhich I speak is discovering funda-
mental subtlctics rclativc to tcmporality. In reading certain writers who
are engaged in this typc of exploration we sense that what is recounted
in the aorist docsn't seem at all immersed in the pasr, in what has taken
place, but simply in thc impersonil lla non-personnel, which is neither
history, nor discursive information lla science), and even less the oze
of anonymous writing. (The one is dominated by the indefinite and not
by tl-re absence of person. I would even say that the pron oun one is
marked in relation to person, while, paradoxically, he is nor.) At the
other extreme of the experience of discourse, the present-day writer can
no longer content himself with expressing hir own present, according to
a lyrical plan, for example. He must learn to distinguish between rhe
present of the speaker, which is grounded on a psychological fullness,
and the present of what is spoken lla locutionl which is mobile and in
which the event and the writing become absolutelv coincidental. Thus
literature, at least in some of iti pursuits, seems to me to be following
the same path as linguistics when, along with Gustave Guillaume (a
Iinguist not presently in fashion but who may become so again), ir con-
cerns itself with operative time and the time proper to the utterance
| 6 n o n c i ati o nl itself .6

A second grammatical category which is equally important in lin-
guistics and in literature is that of person Taking linguists and espe-
cially Benveniste as my basis once more, I would like to recall that
person (in the grammatical sense of the term) certainly seems to be a

6 Gustave Guillaume, L'Architectonique du ternps dans les langues classiqttcs
(Copenhagen, ry4s). The work of Guillaume (who died in rq6o) towarcl e
"psycho-syst6matique" has been continued in the contributions of Roch Valin
(Petite introduction i la psycbom|canique da langage [Qu6bec, r9s4l). For r
statement by Guillaume about his relation to the tradition of Saussure, scc f.n
Iangue est-elle ou n'est-elle pas un systime? Cahiers de linguistique strttcturalc tlc
l'Universiti de Qudbec, | (rys2), p. 4.
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universal of language, linked to the anthropology of languagc. Iivcry
language, as Benveniste has shown, organizes person into tr.r'o broad
pairs of opposites: a correlation of personality which opposcs pcrson
(/ or thou) to non-person, which is iI (he or i,t), the sign of abscncc;
and, within this first opposing pair, a correlation of subjectivity (oncc
again in the grammatical sense) which opposes two persons, the I and
the non-I (the thou). For our purposes we must, along with Benveniste,
make three observations. First, the polarity of persons, a fundamental
condition of language, is nevertheless peculiar and enigmatic, for this
polarity involves neither equality nor symmetry: / always has a posi-
tion of transcendence with respect to thou, / being interior to the
lnoncd and thou remaining exterior to it; however, / and thou are
reversible-/ can always become thou and vice versa. This is not true
of the non-person (he or it) which can never reverse itself into person
or vice versa. The second observation is that the linguistic I can and
must be defined in a strictly a-psychological way: / is nothing other than
"la personne qui dnonce la prdsente instance de discours contenant
l'instance linguistique je" (Benveniste ["the person who utters the pres-
ent instance of discourse containing the linguistic instance /"]).u The
last remark is that the he or the non-person never reflects the instance
of discourse; he is situated outside of it. We must give its full weight
to Benveniste's recommendation not to represent the he as a more
or less diminished or removed person: he is absolutely non-person,
rnarked by the absence of what specifically constitutes, linguistically,
the 1 and the tboa.

The linguistic explanation provides several suggestions for an
analysis of literary discourse. First, whatever varied and clever forms
pcrson may take in passing from the level of the sentence to that
of discourse, the discourse of the literary lvork is rigorously submitted
to a double system of person and non-person. This fact may be ob-
scured because classical discourse (in a broad sense) to which we are
habituated is a mixed discourse which alternates-very quickly, some-
drn., within the same sentence-personal and a-pettotttl 1ninciation,
tlrrough a complex play of pronouns and descriptive verbs. In this
typc of classical or bourgeois story the mixture of person and non-

l)crson produces a sort of ambiguous consciousness which succeeds in
liccping the personal quality of what is stated while, however, continu-
,rrrsl,y brcaking the participation of the |nonciateur in the 6nonc6.

n l lcrrvcrr istc,  Prol , lht tcs,  p.  2 j2.
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Many novelistic utrerances, wrirten with he (in the third pcrson),
are nevertheless discourses of the person each time that the contents of
the statement depend on its subject. If in a novel we read ,,the tinkling
of the ice against the glass seemed to giae Bond a sudden inspirationl;
it is certain that the subject of the statement cannot be Bond himself
-l1ot because the sentence is written in the third person, since Bond
could very rvell express himself through a he, but bicause of the verb
seem, which becomes a mark of the absence of person. Nevertheless,
in spite of the diversity and often even the ruse of th" narrative signs
of the person, there is never but one sole and great opposition in ihe
discourse, that of the person and the non-person; euery narrative or
fragment of a narrative is obliged to join bre or the bther of these
extremes. How can we determine this division? In "re-writing" the
discourse. If we can rranslate the he into / without changing an-ything
else in the utterance, the discourse is in fact personal. ln ttre sentence
which we have cited, this transformation is impossible; we cannor say
"the tinkling of the ice seemed to giae nxe d sudden inspiration.,, The
sentence is impersonal. Starting from there, we catch a glimpse of horv
the discourse of the traditional novel is made; on the one hand it al-
ternates t-he personal and the impersonal very rapidly, often even in the
course of the same sentence, so as to produce, if we can speak thus, a
proprietary consciousness which retains the mastery of 

-hrt 
it states

without participating in it; and on rhe orher hand, in this rype of novel,
or rather, according to our perspective, in this type of distourse, when
the narrator is explicitly an I (which has happened many times), there
is confusion between the subject of the diiCourse and 

-the 
subject of

the reported action, as if-and this is a common belief-he who is
speaking today were the same as he who acted yesterday. It is as if
there were a continuity of the referent and the utterance through the
Person, as if the declaring were only a docile servanr of the refeient.

Now if we return to the linguistic definition of the first person (the
one_ who says "I" in the present instance of discourse), we may better
understand the effort of certain contemporary r.vriters (in France I
think. of Philippe Sollers's latesr novel Drame) when they try to dis-
tinguish, at the level of the story, psychological person and the author
oj tle writing. When a narrator recounts rvhat has happened ro him,
the / who recounts is no longer the same 1 as the one thai is recounted.
In other words-and it seems to me that this is seen more and morc
clearly-the / of discourse can no longer be a place whcre a prcvi-
ously stored-up Person is innocently restored. Absolute recoursc to
tlre instance of discourse to detcrmine person is terme d nyn-egocentrisut

r+o
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lry I)arrrourcttc and Pichon (nyn from the greek nunr"now").t Robbe-
( irillct's novel Dans le labyrinthe begins with an admirable declaration
of nyn-cgocentrism: "Je suis seul ici maintenant." [I am alone here

now.]8 This recourse, imperfectly as it may still be practiced, seems

to be a weapon against the general "bad faith" of discourse which

u'ould make literary form simply the expression of an interiority con-

stituted previous to and outside of language.
To end this discussion of person, I would like to recall that in the

l)rocess of communication the course of the / is not homogenous. For

crample, when I use pibdrel the sign /, I refer to myself inasmuch as I

rrnr talking: here there is an act which is always new, even if it is re-

pcated, an act whose sense is always new. Flowever, arriving at its des-

tination, this sign is received by my interlocutor as a stable sign, prod-
uct of a complete code whose contents are recurrent. In other words,

the / of the one who writes / is not the same as the / which is read by

thou. This fundamental dissymmetry of language, linguistically ex-

plained by Jespersen and then by Jakobson under the name of "shifter"

lembray iurl or an overlapping of message and code, seems to be finally

bcginning to trouble literature in shorving it that intersubjectivity, or

rather interlocution, cannot be accomplished simply by wishing, but

only by a deep, patient, and often circuitous descent into the labyrinths

of meaning.e
There remains one last grammatical notion which can, in my

opinion, further elucidate the activity of writing at its center, since

iiconcerns the verb to ,tprite itself. It would be interesting to know at

rvhat point the verb to write began to be used in an aPParently in-

transitive manner, the writer being no longer one who writes some-

tbing, but one who writes, absolutely. (How often now we hear in

conversations, at least in more or less intellectual circles: "What is he

doing?"-"He's writing.") This Passage from the verb to 'urite, transi-
7 J. Damourerte and E. Pichon, Des mots i Ia pens6e: Essai de grmnmaire de

Ia langue frangaise (Paris, 191136), V, #16o4 and Yll, #zgs8. "Le langage est
nagggellement centrd sur le moi-ici-maintenant, c'est-i-dire sur la personne qui
p"il6's'envisageant au moment m6me of elle parle; c'est ce qu'on peut appeler le
nyndgocentrivme naturel du langage" [#t6o+].

"Dans le labyrinthe (Patis: Editions de Minuit, 1959)' For essays by Roland
Barthes bearing on the fictional method and theory of Robbe-Grillet, see Essais
critiqnes (Paris, tg6+), pp. z9-4o, 63-7o, I98-2o5.

'Cf. Jakobson, Shifters, Verbal Categori.es, and the Russian Verb (Cambridge

[N{ass.l , rys1). [Translated into French by Nicolas Ruwet in Essais de linguis'
tique g6n6rale (Paris, tg6i), pp. 17636.1 For the origin of the term "shifter,"
scc Otto Jespersen, Language, its Nature, Deztelopment and Origin (London,
tgzz), p. rz3, and ibid., The Philosophy of Grammar (London, ry4), PP. 83-84.
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These remarks suggest that the central problem of modern writing

exactly coincides with what we could call the problematic of the verb

in linguistics; just as temporality, person, and diathesis define the posi-
tional field of the subject, so modern literature is trying, through vari-

ous experiments, to establish a new status in writing for the agent of

writing. The meaning or the goal of this eflort is to substitute the

instance of discourse for the instance of reality (or of the referent),

which has been, and still is, a mythical "alibi" dominating the idea of

literature. The field of the writer is nothing but writing itself, not as

the pure "form" conceived by an aesthetic of art for art's sake, but,

much more radically, as the only area lespacef for the one who writes.

It seems to me to be necessary to remind those who might be tempted

to accuse this kind of inquiry of solipsism, formalism, or, inversely, of

scientism, that in returning to the fundamental categories of language,

such aS person, tense, and voice, we place ourselves at the very heart

of a problematic of i.nterlocution. For these categories are precisely
those in which we may examine the relationships between the ie and

that which is deprived of the mark of ie. Inasmuch as Person, tense,

and voice imptl these remarkable linguistic beings-the "shifters"-
they oblige us to conceive language and discourse no longer in terms

of an instrumental and reified nomenclature but in the very exercise
of language fparolel. The plonoun, for example, which is without

doubt the most staggering of the "shifters," belongs structurally to

speech lparolel. That is its scandal, if you like, and it is on this scandal

that we must work today, in linguistics and literature. We are all

trying, r.vith different methods, styles, perhaps even preiudices, to get

to the core of this linguistic pact [pacte de parole] which unites the

'uvriter and the other, so that-and this is a contradiction which will

never be sufficiently pondered-each moment of discourse is both

absolutely new and absolutely understood. I think that, with a certain

amount of temerity, we could even give a historical dimension to this

research. We know that the medieval septenium. in its grandiose clas-

sification of the universe, prescribed two great areas of exploration:

on the one hand, the secrets of nature (the quadrivium) and, on the

other, the secrets of language [parole] (the triaium: grar/rmatica,

rhetorica, dialectica). From the end of the Middle Ages to the Present
day, this opposition was lost, language being considered only as an in-

strument in the service of either reason or the heart. Today, however,

something of this ancient opposition lives again: once again the ex-

ploration of language, conducted by linguistics, psychoanalysis, and

litcrature, corresponds to the exploration of the cosmos. For literature

t4+
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is irsclf I scicncc, or at least knowledge, no longer of the "human heart"
lrrrt of hurnu'r language fparolel. Its investigation is nor, however, ad-
tllcsscd to the secondary forms and figures that were the object of
r lrctoric, but to the fundamental categories of language. Just as in
\\rcstern culture grammar was not born until long after rhetoric, so it
is <rrrly after having made its way for centuries through le beau litt|raire
t hirt literature can begin to ponder the fundamental problems of lan-
guage, without which it would not exist.

lJ orth e s-T o dor ov Dis cas sion

Gponcns Pour.Br: I would like to express the very great pleasure
r hrrt I felt in listening to Roland Barthes and also a certain feeling of
rtrclancholy, for there seems to exist between us a sort of misunderstand-
irrg. We are a little like people who live in the same building but on
tlifferent floors. This difference can be seen in our use of the word
ldnguag€, a word that I, myself, never like to pronounce-and this lvas
pcrhaps the tendency of thinkers of an earlier period-bur one which
has recently become an extremely irnportant rvord. The current popu-
lrrr regard for this word is accompanied by 

^ 
cerrain number of cor-

rcsponding negative phenomena. For example, you seem to avoid the
rvord thought as if it were becoming rapidly obscene. Nearly every
tirne you use the word language,I could replace it by the word tbought
rlntost without incongruity. I think that if you tried the same exercise,
inverselyr /ou would make the same discovery. For example, you said
that in a certain perspective of science, which is nor your own, there
is an objectivity of the given. I think your idea u'as that there are
rnuch more interesting things than objectivity of the given, namely,
objectivity of the giving (donnant), that is, objectivity of language.
Now that seems to be exactly the position that I hold in relation to
tlroSht. When you speak, along with Saussure, of the signifier (signif.-
nnt) in relation to the signified, and of a signifier that could be spoken
of even without speaking of the signified, you could speak, in the same
\r'2/r of a container (contenanf) without content or with all contents.
I r.vould say-but would you-that there could also be a. thinker
( pensant) who might have all thoughts. Therefore it seems to me that
\\/e are at the same time very close and yet separated by an abyss-an
lbyss that wc could leap if we wanted to.

Rornxo Benrnss: I am very touched by what you have said, but I
crln't rcally rcply because, as you said, there is a separation and, if I
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may say so, what separates us is precisely language. But having said
that, I see that there are a number of digressions suggested by your
remarks, notably, the fact that we all perhaps reveal more by the words
that we avoid than by the words that we use. In literature it would bc
extremely interesting to have a statistical analysis of words avoided by
an author. But if I don't use the word thought, it is not at all because I
find it obscene; on the contrary, it is because it is not obscene enough.
For me, language is obscene, and that is why I continually return to it.

Jex Korr: During dinner Mr. Donato said, "Les avocats sont durs."
(The lawyers [avocados] are hard.) This was an |noncd oriented
toward me, a message oriented toward the recipient. This sentence has
something poetic about it. I think it was an 1nonci which has becomc
1nonciation and a message which, in the terms of Jakobson, is "oriented
toward the structuralization of the messag{' It is an example of the
"duplicity" spoken of by Barthes. Another example of this duplicity in
language would be this phrase of the Surrealists that I remember from
my youth: "Elephants are contagious" (Les 6l6phants sont contagieux)

lLes oreillons sont contflgieutc?]. But what is characteristic of our own
time is that literature has become deliberatel/r consciously, the criti-
cism of language. This is obvious in poetr/, but perhaps also in the casc
of drama. I was especially interested in the problem of dissymmetry irr
language: the je (I) which is always new, but always the same for
the recipient. We might say that the great break between the theater
of Chekhov and the theater before him is based on this phenomenon. In
Chekhov there is a new it $) which is the tu (thou) of the other char-
acters. For another example, I recall a telephone conversation with
Ionesco, one afternoon in Spoleto. He said, "Come to my house." I
said, "No, come here to my house." Ffe said, "No, here is here and not
there. I'm here; you're there." t'No," I said, "I'm here; you're there."

This conversation is very typical of Ionesco's plays. Although it is im-

possible to say "f e suis mort" (I am dead), I can vety well imagine a

play by Ionesco ending with the passd compos6: "J'ai mort" (I havc

deaded).

JneN Hvppornn: I agree with you almost too much to take the floor,

and, yet, in view of the title of your paper, I wonder if the Pacte de Ia

parole, a "complicity of speech," that you mention at the end of your
talk, is wholly maintained in writing. Or, when one writes, doesn't
interlocution undergo a sort of transformation, so that writing oftcn

becomes a phantasm of interlocution? To cite again the example of

Prousr in Contre Sainte Beuve, how does Proust succeed in writingl Ry

t+6
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.r,lt l t 'cssil lg thc pha:rtasm of his mother in an intcrlocurion which pr-o-
f ,,.rrrr.tfly changcs the pacte de la parole, ffansforming it into a sort of
rrrirtticrl' of thc 'pacte de la parole in writing. What tr-ansformation docs
tlrc pdctc de Ia parole undergo in a creation like v.,riting which, para-
.l,,.ric.lly, is capab.le of uniting with a sort of monolo'gue, curiously
t rrr olr from real interlocution? This is my question-ih. ,rp..t that
r, rrrr si'ply mentioned in bringing us back to the pacte d.e ia parole.

ln [-o Jalousie is there interlocution or is there phantasm, with 
"hrng-rrtg trf thc past and of beings in relation to inrerlocutionl Is the pacte ie

l,r lnrole maintained or do we have an imitation of *ns pacle de Ia
1'trtt.lc? I."T purposelytaking La lalousie f.or my example, as a type of
rrcr'li rvhich questions the poetics of the novel.

ll.uu'sns: so, an homological analysis of person at the level of the
"r1r^s of discourse in La lalousie-r can'r realry prejuctge the answer.
I r't'rrrcmber thar you have a very high opinion bf 

'La-lalousie 
and r.'lt;trc.this 

iudgment. It would be a magnifiCent subject for a "troisidme-
r \ r'lc" doctorate to ask someone to- find out what becomes of the
llr()l)cr signs, the indications of person at the level of discourse. We are
l,t ginning to concern ourselves with these problems at the level of
r lrt' story-and of the analysis of the story, andio look for the discursive
"rrlns of the one for whom the story is intended; for even in a story of
tlrc.monolggue type there are always specific signs of the thou, of this
rt'r'ipient (destinataire). r think you have pointed to the area of a very
rrrrPo.rtant. problem: the relation betrveen the story, or phantasm, and
il lr crlocution.

l.ucrnx GornrreNN: I speak as a sociologist, and I believe that it is
irrrPortant to look at the situation and the ioorr.m.nt of an idea from
t hc outside. For the past six days, during the seminars which preceded
this colloqui.um, 

Tllyl-portanr thinkeis here have spoken ofl radical
lrrcaking-point within French culture. For me this was made most clear
irr charles Moraz6's talk which compared tr,vo plays,*p-4ggnls chglgau qy,
sfrlde.and sartre's sdquestrds d,Attona. Bothirrrlrs r,#. in. ir-. fr"-
t'rs, the :.r-:.problematic: the fact that history has disappeared. How-
cvcr, while this fact constitures a tragedy in Sart..'r pl"y, Sagan's play
Itflirms that it doesn't matter and thai o.t. can very easiiv liv"e without
history. M. Hyppolite mentioned that it is very difficult io find an un-
lrroken line of continuiry berween thought in France from ry4s-so
and intellectual life today: there is a breaking point between exisiential-
ism and structuralism. For Sartrg the esr.nii"i point was to accede to
lris^tor/r and, starring ffi 

"tt 

"- 
cogitq of the individual ego, it was
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ygry difficult to put history back into the center of things. Florvcvcr,

fgl ,hg present intellectual posture history doesn't matter, thc csscnti',rl
is to avoid history or historicity. The perspectives are very diffcrcnt.
"Birth.t 

also spoke very clearly of a bieaking point. He diff.rt frorrr
Todorov in that he emphasizes the modernity of the present situatiorr
rather than the scientific perspective. I might also mention Althusscr
y[g.ha-s managed in his tivo books, Pour Mar* and Lire teZapitaLto
gliT_Trf-h51o_:y frop,.M41xist thinking. Here there is obviously a muta-
tion, and I rvould say that that accounts for M. Poulet's intervention
and Barthes' reply. Poulet feels sympathetic toward Barthes rathcr
than Todorov because both Barthes and Poulet are aware of the non-
scientific character of their positions. All this is to say that we are faccrl
by a very important ideological phenomenon.

To approach it from the inside, we might ask the question- What is
the subject that has changcd? Why is language the comsron gl9_Ug"nr

{fbiq per,r,' aq.historical current of thought? Why has priority becn
given to the study of languagcl My hypothesis is that it is because lan-
guage changes more slou'ly than content and literary structures. Thc
problem was to eliminate thought and content, so there is only lan-
guage left, and the speaking subject. Todorov sees language as the ac-
tive element of the story. I would like to go even further. I agree thrrt
the / who speaks is not homologous with the 1 who writes. And as
Barthes observed, we can distinguish the two types of structuralism on
the basis of who uses diachronic methods and who uses genetic meth-
ods. We sociologists and historians have been saying that for a long
time, but rve also say that there is still an l who becomes, who is trans-
formed, while there was no question of this in Barthes's talk. I also
agree that man does not pre-exist language. But your conclusion tlurt
man must be defined in terms of language appears to me questionablc.
Man, as a whole, does not identify with language. To be sure, marr
speaks, but he also does other things that cannot be reduced to languagc,
although language is, of course, involved-eating for instance. For nrc,
what is interesting about this scientific perspective is to see what is
ideological about it. Jtrp sociologist must analyze this.,curleff.._gf

tlp:glt which tries to eliminate the psychological and sociological
sutiTett, to see ii it isn't a w"ay for a..coftective subject tq y.i-qy.*t}u;
status of man in terms of a certain ideology.

Tzvnrex Tononov: I would like to reply to only two of M. Goltl-
mann's numerous remarks. The first was on the definition of man lc-
cording to language, or of language according to man. Of coursc, nrrul
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,1,,15 s11li only spcak, but he is the only creature who speaks, while
rlr.r't'rlrc nrxrly othcrs r,r.'ho eat. Secondly, in regard to language chang-
,nll nrorc slou'ly than literature, if you say that, it is because you are

', ,lrrcing language to vocabulary and syntax, but beyond that, there
,. .lrscoursc. There is a typology of discourse, *'hich remains to be
,l,rlror':rtcd, but which exists and which would account for the change
,,r ,liscourse, which is just as great as in literature, for literature itself
r .  , r r l1 '  a discourse.

Itrt;rrnno Mecrsny: This may only interest our French friends, but
I rlrinli you have distorted Althusser's thought on history. $!!huWsr
'r \ ('r' clirninated history; on the contrary, he is trying to rethink it
,,rrlrin a coherent epistemology. But it would seem that he is trying

r, r r'('SCUs Marx from Hegel's dialectical monism of the absolute sub-
1r r r :rs the single genetic principle. Now if you replace the absolute
.rrlrjcct, indivisible genetic totality, with pre-existing, concrete struc-
|il r ( s, you escape some of the problems of Hegel's essentialism, but
r,u undoubtedly open a different kind of development between en-
'.t rttlrlcS. This has admittedly opened some ,uptuits in the historical

I ' l  
( 'CCSS.

( ior.ur,reux: To be precise in regard to Althusser, he, himself, indi-
, rr('s in his boolis ih"tihe problem of change is the most diflcult. The

1'r , ,lrlcm of history is the problem of becoming and of change. He says
r lr.rt it is treated by Balibar in the collaborative work. Balibar has three

I'rl{r's in these three big volumes which tell how the machine replaces
rrr;rliing by hand," but never how the machine, the new element, ap-

1,t.rrcd. When I asked him about this problem, Althusser said it is a

1'r,,lrlcm which will perhaps eventually be solved by research. He ab-
'.,lrrtcly resisted saying that man defines himself from the relationships
,,t production, which is the fundamental historical element of dialectical
rlr,,ught. Here thereis obviously analysis of fact and elimination of be-
r ,rrrirl$ there are no more classes-in these three volumes no element
,,1 lrccoming is clear except that it is a difficult problem.

ll,rn'r'Hos: I would simply like to recall that among the recenr books
,,1 irnportance, $g-problem of history is often pgsgd iq new- terms.
l{)ucirult's book on insanity is not Iacking in historical dimensions, al-
tlr,trgh it may be a new historical dimension. I don't believe we can
tlirrrriss rvhat is bcing elaborated at the present moment, and in very
.lrll'crcnt ways. We can't say that history is henceforth dismissed. I think
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i,q'-ig golngtllpg lnl-t""is in 1f1e proc-e;g of evglylqg nerv
historical process.

dcfinit ions of the

Peur. nn MeN: I would like to speak a moment of Roland Barthes's
treatment of history. I find that you have an optimistic historical
myth (the same one I saw in Donato) which is linked to the abandon-
ment of the last active form of traditional philosophy that we know,
phenomenology, and the replacement of phenomenology with psycho-
analysis, etc. That fe.ple-senls- hist-oli.cal progqess and extremely optiqrls-

"F._nglplbi!!9ies for the higtory of thoughrr-lfowever, you must sh^o;w
us that the results you have obtained in the stylistic analyses thag.yg11
inalle are superigr to those of your predecessori, thanks to this opri"d-
Tid CTidngC 'i'fti"n is linked to', ..ririn historic renewal. I must 

"a.nit,I have been somewhat disappointed by the specific analyses that you
give us. I don't believe they shor,v any progress over those of the
Formalists, Russian or American, who used empirical methods, though
neither the vocabulary nor the conceptual frame that you use. But more
seriously, when I hear you refer to facts of literary history, you say
things that are false rvitl'rin a typically French myth. I find in your
work a false conception of classicism and romanticism. trVhen, foi ex-
ample, concerning the question of the narrator or the "double ego," you
speak of writing since Mallarm6 and of the new novel, etc., and you
oppose them to what happens in the romantic novel or story or auto-
biography-you are simply wrong. In the romantic autobiography,
or, well before that, in the seventeenth-century stor/r this same com-
plication of the ego (moi) is found, not only unconsciously, but
explicitly and thematically treated, in a much more complex way
than in the contemporary novel..I don't want to continue this devel-
opment; it is simply to indicate that you distort history because y-glt
need a historical myth of progress to justify a merhod which is gg.t
y.fi6i; ;o justify iiielf by its iesulq..l,'i: inihe notion of tempor?l$y
rather than in that of history that I see you making cgnsciou$Sp-ffi.igo 

a 
'ieification,"which'is 

linked to ihi, .r-. Jpd-ir* *hr.gh
iroubils me.

Benrnns: It is difficult to reply because you question my own rela-
tionship to what I say. But I will say, very recklessly and risking re-
doubled blows on your part, that I never succeed in defining literary
history independently of what time has added to it. In other words, I
always give it a mythical dimension. For me, Romanticism includcs
everything that has been said about Romanticism. Consequently, thc
historical past acts as a sort of psychoanalysis. For me the historical

r5()
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l',rst is a sort of glucy nratter for which I feel an inauthcntic shame

'rrtl frcm which I try to detach myself by living my present as a sort
,,1 conrbat or violence against this mythical time immediately behind
rnt'. \Vhcn I see something that might have happened fif.ty years ago,
t,r 'nrc it already has a mythical dimension. However, in tell ing you
rlris, I am not ex'cusing any;thing; I am simply explaining and thai does
rrot  st t f f iC€.

l)rr,:no Puccr: As a classical philologist, I am very hrppy to see that
rlrt'toric has returned to a place of importance in modern literature and
r, r hcrr this return of rhetoric spoken of and justified by a sort of dis-
,,,ulsc on rhetoric in the classical world. Finally, I hope it can be seen
rlr:rt ryhile rhetoric in the classical world was essentially taught in
'.,,'ondary school, the classical world produced not only schoolmasters
nr rhctoric but also Plato, Longinus, and St. Augustine-and that
\ r'isrotle \\/rote a Poetics as well as a Rhetoric. What we have heard

rlris cvening has been interesting and these studies seem important
r 
' nlc. I also see that this modern rhetoric is much more sophisticated

t lr;ur the ancient rhetoric. I only want to recall again that the Ancients
rror <loly saw rhetoric in images, in figures, but also saw that poetry
, ,,rrltl be insanity and madness-that is also a form of creation. When
\ risrotle considered poetry and art, tragedy for example, he didn't
lrrrrit himself to rhetorical categories. This is rvhat I think must be
. ' , l , lcc l .

ll rnrHes: I thank you very much for the enlargement of the prob-
It rn. I have always conceived rhetoric very broadly, including all re-
tlt't'tions on all forms of work, on general technique of forms of work,
.rrrtl not only in the restricted sense of rhetorical figures. We know
r.'r"',' well that Aristotle's Poetics is also a formal stud/, in the deepest
',,',',*c,, of all "mimetic" works. And it is obviously in-that perspectirte
r lrrt \r'€ must think of literary works today.

Vl:nxeNr: I would like to question Barthes on the problem of the
rrri,ltllctloice. If I understood correctly, he was referring to an article
r lr;rr llcnveniste published in a psychological f ournal and in which he
',lr,,ucd that the original fundamental opposition is between the active
.rrr,l thc middle voice and not between the active and the passive, the
rnirlrllc designating the type of action where the agent remains en-
r,'lopccl in the released action. Barthes considers that this furnishes a
rrrt ' t:rphorical nrodcl for the present status of writ ing. Then I would
,rrli, is it by acciclcnt that the middle voice disappeared in the evolution
,,f Inclo-Iiuropcrnl Alrcady in ancient Greek the opposition \\/as no
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Iortgcr situatcd bctrvccn thc activc and thc nridcllc voicc but trctu'ccn
the active and the passive voice, so that the middle voicc bccarnc a sort
of vestige v'ith which linguists wondered what to do. If we look at a
more fully developed version of Benveniste's stud/, calted "Nom
d'action et nom d'agent dans les langues indo-europdennes" ["The
Name of Acdon and of Agenr in Indo-European Languages"], we see
two cases, one in which the action is ascribed to the agent like an
attribute to a subject, and another in which the action envelopes the
agent and the agent remains immersed in the action-that is the case of
the middle voice. The psychological conclusion that Benveniste doesn't
draw, because he is not a psychologist, is that in thought as expressed
in Greek or ancient Indo-European there is no idea of the agent being
the source of his action. Or, if I may translate that, as a historian of
Greek civilization, there is no caregory of the witt in Greece. But
what we see in the Western world, through language, the evolution
of larv, the creation of a vocabulary of the will, is precisely the idea
of the human subject as agent, the source of actions, creating them,
assuming them, carrying responsibility for them. Therefore, the ques-
tion I ask you, Barthes, is this: Are we seeing, in the literary domain,
a complete reversal of this evolution and do you believe that we are
going to see, on the literary level, the reappearance of the middle voice
in the linguistic domain? For, if not, we are at the level of pure meta-
phor and not at the level of reality in regard to the fact that the literary
work is already a sign rvhich announces a change of psychological
status of the writer in his relationship to his work.

Benrrrns: I believe that one of the tasks of militant literature is to rr/r
often by extremely violent and difficult methods, to compensate for
the falling a\\'ay of linguistic categories, that is, those which have dis-
appeared from the language in thc course of history. One tries to re-
think the lost category arrd to trl<e it as a metaphorical model-I un-
derstand the ambiguity of rny position but I maintain it-to reclaim
it by raising it to the levcl of discourse. For the writer cannot acr di-
rectly on the forms of languagc. Hc cannot invent new tenses. He has
enough trouble inventing ncw \\'ords; he is reproached for every one
that he invents. Yet when hc passcs beyond the sentence or discourse,
he finds again a certain frecdom for resistance and for violence. That
is all I can say for the monrcnr, bur I think the question is a timely
one and very well put.

Rlcneno ScnrcnNnn: The theater was taken in by the Church in the
Middle Ages and then some time around the Renaissance it was eman-
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cil latccl, or t ltrou'n otrt fr 'onr thc Church, whctrcc it ' ,vls t:t l ictr in l ly

l itcraturc:; end I thinl< in thcse last few days it 's being throrvn out by

Iiteraturc. This may be advantageous both to literature and to the

rhcarer, but I come irere because I truly believe that what the structural-

ists have to offer to literature they perhaps also, in a different mode,

have to offer to the criticism of theater. I rvant to raise some general

problems, because it seems to me that you describe language and- Iitera-

ior. 
"t 

implosive, in other words, turned in on its own laws and expli-

cated by its orvn la'nvs, while in theater at least language is explosive-

Ianguage is a matrix of action. It doesn't make any sense in the theater

unliss lattg,rtg. gives rise to action, which is the performanc_e. One

reads a theater text and situates it in trvo matrices of action: first the

matrix of action out of rvhich the words come, and then the matrix of

action which the v'ords give birth to. One doesn't read a theater text

purely as literature, but in relationship to the action out of which it

was born and in relationship to the action into which it must be cast

if people are to see it. I think this can be historically borne out because

tro cloret drama that has not seen continuous performance remains in

the consciousness even of literary critics. T'hey constantly refer to these

dramas being performed. In the United States for example, _rve_do 
not

r,vrite aboui Racine very much; in France you do, simply because

Racine is performed in France and not in the United States. In the

theater, therefore, there is a separation betr,veen text and gcsture and

a relationship between text and gesture and no way to considcr one

without the other. I don't think that what you've dorle hcre really

helps me, at least, make this relationship clear because yoy't: trying

to iell me there is no gesture; and you tend to forget entircly about

the spoken u,ord. I waich MM. Goldmann, Barthes, Todorov, Poulet,

and so on, arguing here, and there is something present whicl'r I could

never find on a printed page.
What I wanf to ask you is v,hether you consider the rcalization of

the text, the performance of the text, just an incidental adiunct to the

literary product or an integral part of the literary proiect? If )'ou con-

sider it incidental, then *e pait ways; but if you considcr it intcgral

then you have to explain to me what insight you givc to 
_troth 

the

g.rtni. and thE languagei |ou have to explain to me rvhrt rclrrtionship

Ih.r. is betwecfi thlse iinguistic larvs and thir g.ttural u,orld.

BenrrrEs: I can give you a preliminaf/r banal reply of "scnriological

common sense" which is, that human gestures cons0tute a scmlotlc sys-

tem and that, consequently, we will find-when we concern ourselves
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with this problcm-on thc lcvel of gcsturcs, approxirnatcly thc sarnc
problcms posed by any system of signs. But if I, myself, am not
tempted by this problem at present, it is because the system of gestures
(Ia gestuelle) in our bourgeois theater remains still entirely naturalistic.
If we had to deal rvith a theater (as Brecht saw) such as the Chinese or

Japanese, in which the gestures are denaturalized to the profit of a very
strong code, then we might find an interesting problem. But, frankly, I
find it difficult to be intellectually interested in the cinema, for example.
Precisely because the cinema is an art that was born during a period
dominated by an aesthetic and a general ideology of the naruralistic
type. The cinema has still not made the experiment of a coded art. It
is simply the problem of an entire code, of an entirely "constituted"
code.

ScsBcuNEn: What would you say about Molidre?

Benrsns: We don't know exactly how Molibre was played. I don't
respond to Molidre very much myself, because I sense in Molidre all
the myths of modern, bourgeois dramaturgy.

ScnncrNrn: My question was really methodological. Assuming that
the theater is not naturalistic, how could your methodology, your
approach to linguistics, to language, and to literature, be applied fruit-
fully to drama, without considering drama entirely a literary and
therefore a nonproduced medium? Granting that drama must be pro-
duced to be an aesthetic object, how does your methodology apply to
it, or are you, as I suspect you may be, separating drama and literature,
as it was separated before the Renaissance?

Benrsns: I repeat, since it is a semiotic system like any other, the
instruments and concepts of approach and analysis that are those of
semiology in general should apply to it.

ScnncsNrn: But in semiology you have a language in which the work
of Saussure and the other linguists have given you an insight. Where
is the similar insight into thc "language of gesture"l

BenrnBs: If you are to be thc Saussure of theater, that will be won-
derful.

Mecrsnv: Pending I\{r. Schechner's undertaking, I might add that

Iou, M. Barthes, have already made an initial contribution, along with
Christian Metz, toward a senriotics of that scapegrace art which you
suspect, the film. When you talke d in Commanications of the "Rh6t-

r. i+
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rrrrr l t t ( ' t lc  I ' i rn: lgc,"  I  u ' : rs I 'crnir tc lcd of  our own Pcircc ol t  indcxical
r"ns rul(l t lrc urry in u'hich hc spcaks of thc photograph as a "quasi-

i 'r, ' , l icrttc" corrrposcd by the "quasi-subjectr" l ight.

l )t ttttton: I also think, as Barthes said, that present-day literature is an
,rt('nrl)t, not really to return to a buried experience under the name of
rlr, 'rnicldlc voice, but to think the adventure (volunrarist, if you wil l)
rlr.rt ri'rrs Western history, the history of metaphysics. It cannot be a
I rt'tu:rl rc-creation, but an effort to think histor/r and I think that his-
rrrrf is less than everneglected inthat experiment. I was very much in
,rlrcclneDt withwhat we have heard this evening, and I wouldn't have

1,,rlrcn except that what was said about"j" suis mort" reminded me of
rlr,rr cxtraordinary story of Poe about M. Valdemar, who awakens at a
, r'r'tuirr moment and says, "I am dead." Then I wondered if under-
rrt rrth my agreement with you there wasn't something that I would
lr l. c to formulate, which would be perhaps a question or a disagreement.
I still start from the difference which vou drew from Benveniste be-
r\\'ccn discursive time and historical time. This distinction appears un-
,lrrcstionable in the system where Benveniste states it. But when I look
lrrr the present of discursive time, I don't find it. I find that this present
r', t:rl<en not from the time of the |nonciationbvt from a movement of
rt'rrrporalization which poses the difference and consequendy makes
rlrc present something complicated, the product of an original synthesis
rr lrich also means that the present cannot be produced except in the
nrovement which retains and effaces it. Consequently, if there is no

l)rrre present, as tense of the pure 4nonciation, then the distinction bc-
t\\'cen discursive time and historical time becomes fragile, pcrhaps. His-
tr rrical time is already implied in the discursive time of the 1nonciation.

lJow does that lead us to "I am dead"? Regarding person, you said
t lrrrt u'hen I use le in discourse, it is always new (inddit) for me but not
l'or the reader or the hearer, whence the irreducible dissymmctry of
l:rnguage. Flowever, I wonder if for me the fe is not always alrcady rc-

Pcrated, in order to be language, and if, consequently, when I pronounce
rlrc word je,l am nqt dealing with absolutely original singularity. I am
:rlrvays already absel\t from my language, or absent from this supposcd
crperience of the new, of singularity, etc. That would mcan that in
,rrder for my pronounciation of the word je to be an act of language,
ir must be a signal word, that is, it must be originally rcpcatccl. If it
\\'cre not already constituted by the possibility of repetition, it rvould
rrot function as an act of language. If the repetition is original, that
rrreans that I am not dealing with the new (l'in6dit) in language. You
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wcrc rcticcnt about saying "I ant dcad." I bclicvc that thc conditi<ln

for a true act of language is my being able to say "I am dcad." [fusscrl

distinguished two kinds of lack of meaning in language. When I say,

"the worm is off," it is obvious that this sentence does not make sense,

because it is not in accordance with what Husserl called the rules of

pure logical grammar. Husserl would say that it is not language. But

ivhen I say 'the circle is square," my sentence resPects the rules of

grammaticality', and if it is a contre-sens, at least it is not nonsense. The

proof is that I can say that the sentence is false, that there is no such

bb]."t. The rules of pure grammaticality are observed and therefore

my language signifies, in spite of the lack of obiect. That means that

the power-of meaning of language is, to a point, independent of the

porribility of its object. "I am dead" has a meaning- if it is obviously

fabe. "I am dead" is an intelligible sentence. Therefore, "I am dead"

is not only a possible proposition for one who is known to be living,

but the very Condition for the living Person to speak is for him to be

able to say, significantly, "I am dead." Consequently, the s_ecu1it1 i1

rvhich you have placed the "dissymmetry of languag." Yhi+ 
is linked

to the pacte de Ia parole in which writing, rvhich can only function in

the opening of "I am dead," would be somewhat effaced or held at a

distance. I wonder if everything you have said about writing, with

which I entirely agree, doesn't imply that the pacte de Ia parole is not a

living pdcte de Ia parole as M. Hy'ppolite said, in opposing it to the

phantasm. Because I v'onder if one can distingut:h the 
-pacte 

de la

parole from the phantasm, and if things are really as clear as they

seemed a little r,vhile ago after M. Hyppolite's intervention.
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